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1.                 ABSTRACT
Us■ng the Cheffers and Manc■n■ Human Movement
Attitude'Sca■, this study examined the effect of two
dec■s■onmaking mode■s n second, third, and fourth grade
studentsl attitudes toward physical acti_Vity.  The subjects
were 252 students from Cayuga Heights, IIIL7naCll■ate Conception,
and Northeast e■ementary schoo■s ■n lthaca, New York.  The
random■zation process determ■ned th  c■asses used and the
assignment of the teacher dec■s■onm king and chi■d e ■s■on―
making mode■s.  A gymnasτ■cs unユt Was taught by the three
regular phys■ca■ educ ation ■nstructors, しh ee graduate
students, and 15 1thaca Co■■ege e■mentttry methOds students,
tw■ce a week for s■x weekso  Four teachers were a■ways
present in each c■ass.
During the third week of the gymnastics unit, video―
tapes of the teachers were random■y tak no  Four casses
were random■y se■cted by Dro V. Ho Mancini (two TDM_A and
two CDMA)from the lo c■asses. Five judges answerod the
Teacher―Pupi■ Decisionmaking Questionnaire and verified
the teaching mode]_s used were those specified within the
definitions and de■imitations of the investigationo  The
CAMHM Attitude Sca■e was dministered at the end of this unit
to a■l the students.  The data co■■ect d frOm the CAMIM were
scored and transposed onto computer cards for compllter
ana■ysiso  Mu■tivЯγヽiate ana]_ysis of variance was used to
--l
determine significant difference between Sroups. Ihe percent
of contribution made toward the between groups differenee
by the six CAMHM variables was determined by discriminant.
function analysis. The .0J 1eveI was chosen for al1'tests
of statistical significance.
A statistically significant theta value of .20358
led to the rejection of the hypothesis that there would be
no difference between the attitudes of the students in the two
d.ecisionmaking models. The picture of the TDMA variable on the
CAMHM Attitude Scale contributed. 69,2 percent, the gymnastics
equipment variable represented L6.3 percent, and the mal-e
teachers variable contributed 7.2 percent to the discriminant
function anir-lysi-s. Students in the CDMA model had more
positive attitudes toward. the gymnastics equipment, comi-ng
to the gymnasium, male teachers, and the total progralno
Both groups showed a preference forQhe CDMA approach to
teaching and a dislike for the TDMA mod.e1. It was concluded
that the child decisionrnaking model was the better approach
for stimulation of positive attitudes tcward physieal
ed.ucation.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
tn t966, Mosston (8) introduced' the concept of
styles of teaching in order to clarifir and identify the
structure of teaching behavior" The identification of
alternative teaching siyles has helped thre pirysical educator
develop a class structure that would maxi.mize learning.
The physical education teacher provides the setting, the
opportunities, the experiences, and the inspiration for
each child to reach 
-optimum development. Good teaching
depends on the individual- teacherrs ability to recognize
that all children do not respond equally to al-I methods of
teaching (9). 0n arry given dry, one style of teaching may
have been more appropriate for a particular activity thart
asother method. Consequently, a teacher must be prepared
to adapt his teaching methodblogy:'after careful analysis
of the student's need.s and the activity to be taught.
An important. issue in education today that was
introduced by Mosston (8) is the effectiveness of one style
of teaching in comparison with another sty1e., In ihe past,
physical educators have been ]crown to utilize the direct
approach, in whieh the teachers were responsitrle for aii
d.ecisionmaking in the cl-assroom. i{ellison (5292-93)
described his understanding cf Mossionrs seven ieaching
2styles as followsi
They represent a progression which not only
increasingly becomes individualized but which can
be viewed as a step-by-step loosening of the sort
of superstructure that most students have experi enced
f oq 
_ 
ye ars . The instru-c tor--doe s not ad opt : one of the
seven teaching styles but instead starts with the
command approach and progressively shifts responsibility
to the students as they grow i-n their awareness ofphysical education and its relation to their lives--i.e., self-understanding--as well- as in self-esteem
and self-actualization as physical education students.
Schurr (g) has recognized the growth and development
of the individual and believes teachers must ]q:Iow and use
a variety of teaching methods. A balance or sharing
process in the classroom was recommended by Mi11er, Cheffers,
total teacher controland Whitcomb (7)・They do not advocate
or total student freedom. Therefore, the trend toward a
humanistic physical education program requires a shift in
the decisionmaking process away frorn total teacher control
to inctude more of a snaring environment. Thusr ,4 comparison
of the effects of two different models involving the
decisionmaking process is an important question in education
today.
Although the trend iowards implenrentirrg more
teaching styles represents a change for rnamy physical
educators, the objectives of physicaJ- ed.ucation
remain althbugh a shift in emphasis is cumently taking
place. Physical ed.ucation objectives may be classified
into the f oll-owing 10 divisions: organic vigor, Reuro-
muscular skiIls, leisure time activities, self=real-ization,
emotional stabilitlr, democratie values, mental development,
social compeiency, spi.ri.tual and moral strength, and
? ?
? ?
?
?
?
???
― ― ― ― ― ―
―― ―
― ‥ ― ― ‥
?
3cu■tl】ra■ appreciation (42).  In the 196oOs, according to
Rosentswieg (42), emphasis was_p■aced、on organic deve■opm nt
and neuromuscu■ar ki■■ improvemento  More recent■y, a
study of 19 graduate students compared their rankings of
these 10 objeCtiVes with thOse rankings in Rosentswieges
study (12).・ A changё in emphasis was foundo  The most
significant differences ■n the rankings were ■  the p■acement
of se■f―rea■ization, menta■d ve■opment, emotiona■ s abi■ity,
and ■eisure time activities as the top four objectives。
This study offered encouragement that the new phi■osophy
■n phys■ca educ ation ■s more than s■mp■e rhetor■c, at ■e ast
with this particu■Яr group.
工n an effort to accomp■ish phys■a■ education
objectives an important outcome of physica■ edЧcatiOn ShOu■d
be consideredo  Anderson (2312)stated that "engaging in
activ■ties which present cha■■ nges, v■ng opporτun■ties
to be creative, and participating in the p■anning are among
。1. 。 factors which contribute to en30yment."  The deve■pment
of pos■tive attitudes towЯr s phys■ca■ activ■ty is
certain■y an important concern of physica■ ducation today。
For the most pttrt, physica■ educators have not
diroct■y investigated the effects of phys■ca■ educ ation
programs and teaching methods on e■ementttry chi■dren's
attitudeso  A■binson (1)in his review of the ■iterature
on attitude measurement in physiCa■ education was unab■e
to present any stuo■es that foCussed on e■em ntttry
chi■drenes attitudes toward physical education, physiC a■
‐‐‐? ?‐?
?
?
???
4activity, or sports. The only study found that investigated
the decisionmaking process and elementary children's attitucies
was Mancini's (?Z). Mancini (?2) compared the effects of
two decisionmaking models on attitucles in an e-lementary
human movement prograrn" Positive attitudes tovrard physical.
activity are extremely important if the teacher is to
accomplish all- of the objectives previously mentioned.
Barrow and McGee $234t) support this idea in their following
quotation:
Attitudes are predispositions to actions and so
their proper development is important to the total
development of the individual. They are acquired
concurrently with activity and often have tremendous
influence on performance. Not every student can be a
championship performer, but each can develop a favorable
attitude toward activity
Thus, the effect of two teaching models on attitudes toward
physical activity is ar important questicn today. The
stimulation of positive attitudes during elementary school
is an important responsibility of all physical educators.
Scope of koblem
fhe effect of two decisionmaking models on second,
third, and fourth grade children's attitudes toward physical
activity was investigated. Cayuga Heights, Immaculate
Conception, arrd Northeast elementary schools in Ithaca, New
York, were used in ihis study. The names of all second,
third, and fourth grade classes rvere placed in a contai-ner:
and the treatment and control groups were rarrdomly assigned
for ea.ch school, 4t every grade 'leveI. In the control-
el-asses (fDlU), the teachers vrere primarily responsible for
5the decisions made in the class, while in the treatment
classes (CDMA), students received a specified amount of
decisionmaking. Each class had approximately 27 students
and total number of subjects in this study was 252.
The classes met six rveeks for a glrmrlastics unit, with the
classes scheduled twice a week for l0 minutes. At the
end of ttris uni"t, the Cheffers md Mancini Hunan Morrenent
(CAMHM) Attitude Scale was administered to aI1 students in
both the TDMA and CDIVIA groups. Multi'rari-ate analysis of
variance was used to determine significant differences
between the control and treatment groups.
Statement of hoblem
This study compared the effects of two decision-'-
making models on second, lhird, artd. fourth grade chj-ldrenrs
attitudes toward physical activity. In the teacher decision-
making mode1, the teacher was primarily responsible for
decisions made during the c1ass. In the child deeisionmaking
model, the students were encouraged 'to make decisions that
involved activity sequence, class organization, choice a3d
length of the aciivity, the degree of the teacher's physical
involvement, and control of the c1ass.
NuJ-I Hypothesis
There wiil be no significant d.ifferences betv{een the
effects of the two decisionmaki-ng models on attitudes tovrard
physical activity, 3s measureci by the CAMltl\t Attitude Scal.e.
6Assumptions
For this investigation, the following assumpti-ons
were made:
1. The two decisionmaking models were -baught
consistently by all the teachers who participated in this
study.
2. Students were equally motivated to learn"
3. Attitudes toward physical activity ca-n be
measured.
4. The subjects artswered the CAMIffi Atii:tude Sod.l-e
honestly and to the best of their ability.
5, A period of sj-x weeks was ad.equate for the
development of attitudes toward gymnasties.
Definitions of Terms
The following terms were operati-onally defined
for this study:
1. Attitudes. Attitudes refer to the students'
feeiings of liking or disliking material stimuli with
which they were confrc:rted (?Z) .
Z. Cheffers and Mancini i{uman Movement Attitud'e
Scale (CAIVIAU). CAM}IM is a semi-impressionistic scale that
was used to tr,easure children's attitudes toward the teacher,
the facilities, a1d certai-n processes evident in the human
movement prograrn (72) .
3. Teaeher decisionmakir-,g approach (TDI'{A). rn
this approach to teaching, the teacher was primarily
7responsible for the decisi-ons made in the class (?Z).
4. Chi-ldren decj-sionmakins approach (CDMA). In
the CDMA approach, the students were encourag'ed to make
several decisions during the c1ass. The d.ecisions involved
class organizati-on, choi-ce and. length of activity, aitivity
sequence, degree of teacheros physical i-nvolvement, and the
control of the class (72).
Del-imitations of ituay
The fol-lowing were the delimitations of this
investigation:
1. The study was confined. to the second., third,
aJ:Id. fourth grade students from Cayuga Heights, Immaculate
Conception, and Northeast el-ementary schools in Ithaca,
New York.
2. Physical education classes were held twice a
week for 30 minutes a cl-ass.
3. Gymnastics was the only unit covered.
4. CAMHM was the attitude scale used.
Limitations of Study
Due to the delimitations of this stud.y, the
following limitations became evident!
1. The results apply to second, third., and fourth
grade chil-d.ren from Cayuga Heights, imrnaculate Conception,
and Northeast e'l ementary schools in lthaca, New York.
2, The resul-is of this strtdy can only be infez=red
8to a glrmnastics unit.
3. Attitudes only reflect those attitudes
assessed by the CAIJIHM Attitude Scale.
Chapter 2
REIrjEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
Attitudinal investigations in the area of physical
edQcation have been numerous and varied. The majority of
thls research, however, has,been ,Iimited to the study of
attltudes on the junior high school level and above. Marty
of the attitude scales that hlve been utilized by physical
educators'have required a higher reading ability than that of
a fourth grade child. Thus, an important aspect of
elementary school physical education has never treen
adQquately explored. Continuous and voluntary participation
in sport and physical activity have always been important,
but without positive atti-tudes toward physical activity the
wil-lingness to become invol-ved in such activities would be
minimized. Physical educators have thus recogni-zed the
need to search for alternative methods of teaching.
Evaluation of these'alternatives has already begun in an
eff,ort to..discover the benefits of one style of teaching
over another and their rel-ative effectiveness in the
de\*elopment of the child physically, mentaItry, and socially
tlrrough physical education. For the purpose of this study,
the revi-ew of related. literature concerned. the areas of
(1 ) teaching approacheg and (Z) attitude measurement.
9
10
Investigatj-ons of Teaching Methods
As early as the 1930's, research on teaching
method.s compared the relationship between an autobratic
and a democratic teacher (3f ). In physical education,
however, such research has been concerned with d.etermining
whether differences exist between the traditional approach
to teaching and. problem-solving, movernent education ard/or
contraet teaching.
Several studies compared the traditional approach
to teaching with the problem-solving method i-n specific
activity units, and none of them found signlficant
differences in skilI or knowledge development (54, 70, 78,
81); However, the laPlante study (ZO) reported. that
although there was no difference in ability skilI development,
students were more interested in and responsive to the
problem-solving method.
Additional studies compared the traditional approach
to teaching with the movement exploration method. In their
study of these two approaches, Schlott (?9) and Downin (58)
reported no significant differences. However, Masche (16)
noted that a structured progratn would provide more of a
challenge to the students than a mcvernent approach. Many
bther authors reported no. significant dir-ferences in
acquisition of skills and knowledge lvhen they corirpared a
trad.itional approach to a nevrer style of teaching (Smittr (45),
Varr Slooten ryrd lkrcer (4?), Bordas (54), Downin (58) 
'
?「
．‐?
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Graw ( 61 ) , Hill (64) , Howard (6 5) , Keller (5?) , Parks (? il) ,
In contrast, studies by Masche G6), Neuman and Singer (40),
arrd. Croom (5?) revealed that the traditional approach to
teaching promoted greater skil1 acquisition. Van Slooten
and. Kneer (42) compared. a trad.itional approach, contract
teaching, ana an independent study approach and found no
significant differences in ]crowledge acquisition" However,
Minich (74) compared the effects of contract ieaching with
the effects of a traditional approach on skil"l and knowleoge
acquisition in a badminton unit and found a difference in
favor of the traditional group on the lmowledge variabl-e.
Another kind of study in teaching methods compared
the formal style of teaching with the informal approach.
Scott (41) used first grade children in his cornparison anC
found no significant differences in motor development and
physical fitness. He did find, however, that the'infoi'nial
method vras more effective in the development of creativity"
In contrast, Wrobel (85) compared the effects of the informal
and semi-forrnal methods of instruction on creativity in
glrmnastics; there rrvere no significant differences between
the two methods in aiding the development of creativity.
Attitudes toward school and teachers were compared by
Groobman, Forward, and Peterson (Ze\ in an informal and
formal schoot setting; stu-dents who were involvecl in the
informal setting had more positive. attitudes.
The area of der:isionmaking in physical education
has not been explored as thoroughly as teaching approaehes
曹 :ヽ訂
:|:．?
?
?
?
?
?
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in genbral. Whilden (SO) compared a pupil-dominated method.
with a teacher-dominated method of teaching beginning
basketball. In the pupil-dominated method, the students
participated in decisions, including stategy and execution'
of the plays. The pupil-dominated approach exhibited a
higher improvement l-evel in team performance and lorovrledge
of rules than did the teacher-dominated group. But the
teacher-dominated group showed a greater grasp of the basic
skiIls. In his study, Mariani (lS) found the task approach
to be superior to the command style of teaching in one
situation, the backhand stroke in teruris. However' with
the forehand stroke, he found no significant differences
between the two methods'.' Mariani reported that the task
style allowed more decisionmaking than the command sty1e,
and that a post tesi showed a greater 1evel of retention
for the two strokes than the command sty1e.
The studies in the area of physical education
which concentrated on decisionmaking lrere conducted by
Marrcini (?z), Ma.rtinek (?3), and Weesner (84). Mancini (Zz)
reported that the two different decisionmaking models
produced different student attitudes toward their human
movement progra.m. fn his study, Martinek (73) investigated
the effects of vertical (teacher-d.ominated) and horizontal
(student-dominate<i) model-s of teaching on the development
df specific motor skiIls and on elementary childrents
self-concept. He found no difference in skil1 acquisition
but a significant difference in self-concept in favor of the
ク  ..  
´
'  :
L3
student d.ecisionmaking mod.eI. Mancj-ni (?2) and Martinek (?3)
both studied decisionmaking on the elementary Ieve1. 0n
the college }eve1, Weesner (e+1 compared a teacher-directed
and a student centered approach to the teaching of
conditioning and their effects on filaress, lcrowledge, and
attitudes. The students favored the student centered
approach, but the teacher-directed ciasses tended to
participate more in outside physical activity. Although
these were the only studies found that investigated the
decisionmaking process, other authors have suggested the
possible value of shifting the decisionmaking process away
from total teacher control-. Statements supporting this
thesis may be found j-n Anderson (z), Hellison (il, Mi11er,
Cheffers, and Whitcomb (?), and Mosston (B).
The majority of the studies on ieaching approaches
compared the effects of two d.ifferent styles on skil1
acquisition and Imovrledge of skilI. One of the few and the
earliest attempt to design a teaching model to promote
attitude formation was by Sheehan (gO), but this study
did not contrast two teaching models, The social attitude
tested was cooperation within a physical education class.
on the college Ievel.
Thus, there was a gap in the literattrre concerning
the effects of two different teaching st}']s= on attitudes
toward physical eCucaticn. In ierms of the'trend tovrard
humanistic physical education, the physical educatorts goal
is the total deveiopment of the chi.lti, physically as well as
1・ :`vIメ
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socially and mentafly. If attitudes can be measured
accurately it should be possible to examine their relationship
to styles of teaching.
Attitude Measurement
"T,ike most abstract terms in the English language,
attitude has more than one meaning" (4r3). The colnmon
factor in all definitions of attitud.e is the most essential
ingredient; it is the d.escription of an attitud.e as a
preparation or form of readiness to respond. Anderson (2)
suggested that attitudes play an important role in the
learning process. The long term objectives of physical
education can only be accomplished by continuous and
voluntary partiGipation i-n spcrt and physical activity.
The development of positiye attitudes toward physical
activity has been considered. important by physical educatorS
today.
Many of the atiitude scales used in physical
education have d.eaIt with one d.imension of a:ttitudes" (44)
The instruments in the literature generally consisted of a
list of statements about physical education or physrcal
activity; subjects were asked to ind.icate their agreement
or disagreement with each sta-bement.
Some studies in which attitu<ies were examined date
baek to the 193Ors (L3, L?, jo, 45,,5L). And.erson (t:) stud.ied.
high school girls! a-btitudes towarC physical activity.
Bullock and Alden OZ) investigated atiitudes of college
‐
?
L5
women toward required physical education. Lapp (30)'and
Snrith (l+5) used a questionnaire technique to determine
attitudes toward and interests in physical ed.ucation"
Wiedmann and Howe (51) assessed college women's attitudes
toward physical ed.ucation at Wellesley Col1ege. However,
none of the'se studies were concerned with the question of
wh'at factors caused the attiiud.es" Beginning in the 1940's,.
various instruments to measure attitude toward physical
activity or physical ed.ucation were developed.. Cau (Zo1
developed a scale to determine the rel ati onship between
success in physical education and selectecl attitudes.
The most widely used. attitude scal-es in physical
education were the Wear Attitude Inventory (48) and the
Kenyon (2?) Attitude Toward Physical Activity Scale (ATPAI ).
The Wear Inventory measured the direction and intensity of
an individual-'s attitude toward physical.education as an
activity course. In L955, Wear developed alternate forms
of this inventory for use in pre and post testing. These
alterrrate forms were used to study changes in attitude
toward physrcal education. Many of the studies that used
ihe Wear Attitude Inventory assessed. aititudes on the grade
seven levei and above (Berger and Lo;me (t5) 
' 
Broer, Fox,
and Way (f 61, Campbell (18, 1!), Keogh (28), Joturson( 66),
Weesner (84) )
The Kenyon ATPAI (2?) was developed in 1968 to
assess six dirnensj-ons of attitude toward physical activity.
Kenyon lnciuded the foilowing as'eas in ]ris description of
i・    .|,_
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of.physical activityc social experience, health and fi-tness,
pursuit of vertigo, aesthetic experi-ence, catharsj_s, and
ascetic experience. Six scales were ccnstructed to assess
each of these six dimensions of physical actirrity. The
following studies have used Kenyonrs ATPAI to stud.y attitud.es
toward physical activity on the grade seven l-ever and above:
Alderman (tt), Dotson and. Stanley (Zj), Kidd (Zg), Straub
arrd Felock (46), Zaichkowsky (53), Pa-;me (?6), and
Tomlinson (83).
In L955, Kneer (68) revised the Wear Attitude
Inventory to assess high school girlsr attitudes" Fleming
(50) used the Iftreer Scale to study the relationship between
creativity, attitudes toward physical educati-on, and physical
actirrity skill of physical education stud.ents and their
teachers. Nea1e, Sonstroem, and Metz (39) designed arr
inventory to focus on physical fitness, self-esteemr errcl
attitudes toward physical activity.
Plummer (ZZ) developed a scale to stud.y factors that
influenced the attitudes and interests of cotlege women i-n
physical education. Both Mista (:A) and Taylor (82) used
Plummerrs scale to assess attitudes of college women toward
a physical education prograln.
Edgington (Z+1 introduced a new attitude scale in
L96B that measured the attitudes expressed by high school
freshman boys toward physical educatj-on. Conrad (56) used
Edgington's scale to assess the attitudes of high school
girls toward physical ed.ucation urder flexible modular
L7
schedrrling. Hill (61) used this sarne scal-e to measure the
attitud.es of ninth grade boys toward. physical ed.ucation.
Most of the attitude scales in the literature have been
utilized with subjects from grade seven and above.
Bamow and McGee (:) reported the following attitude
inventories to also be in use: the Mercer Attitude Inventory,
to assess the attitude of high school girls to',vard
psychological, sociological, moraI, and spiritual values of
physical education experi-ences; the Penman Physical Ed.ucation
Attitude Inventory for inner city high school girls; and the
DeII Attitude Scale for high school freshman athletes.
There have been a greater number of attitude scales
in education than in physical education, especially on the
elementary Ieve1. In Johnson!s and Bommarito's book Test
and Measurements in Child Development: A Hand.book (6), many
of the scales used pictures and words to assess child.rents
attitudes toward an object or activity. These pictorial
tests included the School Thema'tic Apperception Tests by
Engel, which was a picture-story test; the Adul_t-Chi1d
trnteraction Test by Aiexander, which was a picture projective
test similar to the School TAT; the Pais and Pen Pals Test
by hlilliams, which was a projective test and questionnaire;
and others in which attitudes were al-so tested by pictures
ard/or questionnai-res (6) .
Cireirelli (ZZ) designed anoiher d.evice to measure
atiitudes call-ed the Chilclrenrs Attitudi.nal- Range Indicator
which assessed a childrs positive arro negative attitudes
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toward a peer, home, school, and society. Another scale
was developed to prcvide a nonverbal measure of children's
attitud.es toward elemen-bary school by Lewis (J2) and was
cal}ed the Childrenrs Pictorial Attitude Scale. An
additional study investigated attitudes' on the elementary
Ieve1. Arlin and Hi1ls (f+1 compared a cartoon version of
an attitude scale to a verbal version, and although no
significant differences in attitudes were for-md, the pupils
greatly preferred the cartoon version.
The first scale that dealt wii-th elementary children's
attitudes in physical education was designed by
Harrington (62), Attitudes were assessed in relationship
to physical education and the childrs physical fitness.
This scale was a five-point scale patterned after the Wear
Attitude Inventory_ and'was'used-to test grade six children..
Simon and Smoll (44) developed gne of the few
i-nstruments available for assessing elementary attitudes
toward physical activity. Changes were made in the wording
of Kenyonrs ATPAI to make his instrument more appropriate
forthe reading competence cf grades four through six.
Leonard (Zt) used Simon an<i Smollts Revision of the Kenyon
ATPAI'to study fourth and. fifth grade childrenrs attitudes
toward phlrsical activity as a fr.mction of religj-ous
affiliation.
Although the revision of the Kenyon ATPAI by Simon a-nd
Smoll (44) r#as initiated because of the need for an appropriate
testing instrument for elementary children's attitudes, the
t9'
studies focussed on the decisionmakirrg proce ss. Iriancini (??)
compared the two decisionmaking models and. their relationship
to attitudes toward physical activity and found more
favorable attitudes among the students who were involved
in the decisionmaking process" In his study, Mart:-nek (Zl)
investigated the effects of two decisiorunaking mcdels on
ski1l development and self-concept and fo'und the students
who were in.rolved in the decisionmaking process had more
positive self-concepts. ItJhilden (SO) reported that the
pupil-dominated approach produced better larowleoge of rules
and more effeetive teamwork than the teacher-dominated
approach r
In the literature on physical education at the
elementary 1eve1, a lack of studies investigating attituders
toward physical acti-vity was discovered. Many studies 1
were found on the elementary Ievel that investigated
attitudes tovrard parents, school, and the general education
area (6, L4, 22, 32); but few were found ihat studied ihe
effect of teaching methodology on attitudes of elementary
children toviard physical activity (72).
0n1y three attitude scales were found that had been
used to study elementary childrent s attitudes' towarci phisica3-
activity (44, 62, ?2). Leonard (Zo) u.sed Simon and Smollts
Revision of the ATPAI (44) to study.fourth and fifth grade
studentrs attitudes toward physical aciivity as a. ftmcticrn
of religious affiliation. Simon and Smoll's Re.rj.sion of the
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Kenyon ATPAI did not provide for the study of attitudes of
chil-dren in kindergarten through grade three. The major
diffj.culty in assessing attitudes of children in these
grades was the wide range of reading abilities. 0n1y a
limited number of studies have successfully tested attitudes
on the entire el-ementary leve1 in physical education. The
CAMHM Scale was the first scaie developed that tested
grad.es one through six (?Z), This scaie was a pictorial
scale that was des:-gned to measure the attitudes of the
children toward the teacher, the facil ities, and processes
through the use of pictures. Answers were represented by
specific drawings; a face with a frown designated a negative
attitude toward the piitr.rred situation, whil-e a face with a
smile designated a positive attitude. A neutral face meant
that the child did not care either way about the picture
under considerati-on.
Mancini (ZZ) for.md a significant difference between
the attitudes of the treatment and control groups.
Zaiehkowsky, Zaichkowsky, and Martinek (52) explored the
differences of self-concept and attitudes of elementary
children who were involved in a physical education program
and those who were not in such a prograrll" Attitudes were
measure<i by the CAI\GIM Sca1e, artd in agreemen'r, with Mancini I s
{?2) findings, they found a downward. trend on attitude scores
in grades one and two, th;'ee and four, and five and six.
Martinek (Zl) alsc'' used a scale similar to the CAMHM Attitude
Scale in ihe investigation of self-concept of elementary school-
L=摯■メ4 ■｀11亀
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children in physical educationn By using the pictorial
scales both studies were able to examine the childrenrs
attitudes regardless of their reading ability. Another
ad.vantage of the CAMIIM Attitude Scale was that the three
choices were adequate when testing younger child.ren, 
.
Siedentop ('f o; recommended that yormger child.ren be
confronted with only a few choices.
Summary
. Although the l.lterature is scarce on teaching
'metlrodology and its effects on attitudes (Mancini (?z),
sheehan (8011, research has stud.ied the rel-ationship of
loany teaching styles to skili development and imowledge
acquisition (wiariani (35), Maschre (],6), McCorurelL (jZ),
Neuman and singer (40), scott (43), van slooten and lineer (4?),
,lrtlhilden (50), Bordas (54), Croom (5?), Downin (58), Fath (59),
Graw (51), Hill (6+), Howard (6il, Keller (62), taplante (Zo),
,Martinek (Zi), Minich (?4), parks (Z5), sande (?B), schtott
Qg), Smith (81 ), Tomt-inson (8il, Weesner (84), Wrobel_ (85)).
This research has not presented. consistent e.ridence in
terms of skil-l or ia:ovdedge acquisit-ion. ff a teaehing
uethod. can be found that influences the development of
positive attitudes, then physical educators will be able
to enha;rce the phys:-cal- ecueaticn experience.
Ir{i11er, .Cheffers, and Whitcomb (?) , Mosston (B ) ,
and Schurr (9) have reccmrnended a shift in the decisionmaking
process awa.y :'rorn tctaj- teacher control. A limited number of
studies meesured attituctes toiuard physical activity on grades
?
?
―
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four and above. Harrington (52) desi.gned a five-point scal-e
patterr:r'ed afte.r the Wear Attitud.e Inventory. It was used
to study grade six childrenrs attitudes toward physical
ed.ucation and their physical fitness statuso The Cheffers
arrd. Mancini Human Movement Attitude Scale (?2) was used by
Marrcini (ZZ) and ZaichkowskY, Zaichkowsky, ard Martinek (52)
to study elementary school childrenrs atiitudes toward a
physical education prograln
The two studies (52, ?2) that used the CAMHM Attitude
Scale found a significant difference between the attitudes
of the treatment and. controi groups. Zaichkowsky,
Zaichkowsky, a3d. Martinek (52) four:d a d.otunvrard trentl' on
attitude Scores in grades one and tvro, three and four, anci
five and six. Mancini (?2) compared the effects of two
decisionmaking models on attitudes toward physical activity
and founcl more positive attitudes in the child decision-
making group, where the children vlere encouraged to choose
what activity to perform, length of activity, the amount
of teacher he1p, class otgxrization, and the control of
class. He also found a downyrard trend on attitud.e Scores
in grades one through six.
Manc j-ni's OZ) study was the onl-y investigation
tha'b compared the relationship between two oecisionmaking
modeis and. elementary children's attitudes toward physical-
activity. He f orrnd more favorabie attitudes f or: 'uhe model
in whicir the children lr.'ere encouraged to take pa-x't in the
decisronmaking proc€sS r
- 
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lResearchers have suggested that a favorable attitude
toward a certain activity will maximize a person,s
willingness to becorne involved with tha.t activity (2, j,
8, 72).  In terms Or physica■ educatiOni lhiolilivie:Ititlde
objectives wou■d be8t be accomp■ished i」  _
townrd physica■ activity is deie■opedo cOnl quent.y, thel
c Ompar■son of two dOc■s■Onmaking mode■s and the■r ffectsl
on e■emer.tttry chi■dren's attitudes townrd physica■ activilty
is an important concOrn Of pllysica■ educators today.
Chapter 3
METHODS AND PRCCEDURES
The. methods and. procedures used by the experimenter
for the study are outlined in this chapter" The selection
of subjects, the teachers, the treatrnents, the validation
of the two decisionmaking models, the curriculum, the use'
justification and reliability of the testing instrumeot,,
and the methods of data collection are described. in the
first section. The concluding sections include scoring and
treatment of data, and a summary.
Selection of Subjects
Cayuga Heigh-bs, Immaeulate Conception, and Northeast
elementary schools in Ithaca, New Yorkr were selected to
be used for this study. The names of all second, third,
and fourth grade classes were placed in a container, and
the treatment and control groups were randomly assigned
for each school, &t every grade level. A total of 10
classes were used for this study. Each cl-ass irad
approximately 2l students and the total number of subiects
was 252.
Teachers
Dr. V. Ho Mancini, a professor at lthaca Co■■ege,
trainod thё teachers who partic■pated n this study.
2+
I
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The teachers were the three elementary school physical
education instructors from Cayuga Heights, Immaculate
Conception, and Northeast, three Ithaca Coltege graduate
stud,ents, and 15 Ithaca -ColIege elementary methods stud-ents.
This atlowed four teachers to be present during each class.
The 2L teachers invol-ved in this study participated in two
in-service training sessions in the Hill Physical Education
Building at Ithaca College in Ithaca, New York. The two
d.ecisionmaking models were extensively explained and
demonstrated, The sessions involved role playing and
viewing of videotapes that illustrated correct and
incorrect examples of the two decisionmaking models.
In addition, for each decisionmaking model the.group
discussed. problems and possible solutions whi-ch w'ere
encountered by the three graduate students during an
ear'l-ier pilot study. Further clarification was made and
each teacher received a handout cf the Teacher-Pupi1
Decisionmaking Questioruraire which can be viewed in
Appendix A.
During the first week of the treatments, the
junior elementary methods students were observed teaching
their assigned decisionmaking model and additional
feedback was offered to clarify further questions.
. 
Treatments
Ihe treatments were administered tvrice a week for
a period of six weeks. Each class was J0 minuies Iong.
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In the beginning of each class, a startdardized paragraph
of directions was read to the students. The paragraph
explained what was expected of the students in that
particular class. The di-recti-ons ca:r be viewed in
Appendix B.
In the teacher decisionmaking model when the students
entered the gymnasium, they experienced'a structured
envi-ronment where they were assigned to a different
teacher each day.' The teacher controlled the skitl to be
taught, ttle execution of the. skilI, the length of
practice time, and when the squad was allowed to move to
another station. This model represented a command style
of teaching, one in which the teacher .was p::imarlly
responsible for the decisions made during the c1ass. -
In the child d.ecisionmaking modeI, the students
entered the gymnasium and found picture charts at every
station. These piciures were of.various skilIs,
and.the students were able to choose which station
to go to and what ski1l they would like to try. A11 the
children were encouraged to go to al-I the stations each
day and to iry as many skills as possible. A teacher was
always situated cl-ose to each station to offer help when
it was sought. The teachers always situated themselves
near a different station each day. The studenis were
en.couraged tc make their own decisions that invol'.'ed the
choice and length of activity and amount of teacher he1p.
A record was kepi of each child's progress through the use
|
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of individual checklists.
in Appendix C.
A copy of the checklist appears
Validation of Decisionmaking l/lodels
Five judges, who were experienced. teachers and
unfamiliariryitfr this study, were selected. by Dr. V. H.
Mancini to answer the Teacher-Pupi1 Decisionmaking
Questj-orrnaire to verify that the treatments d.escribed. were
tatrght in the two approaches. The judges had a physical
edu.cation background. and a lcrowledge of Mosstonts teaching
styles. Thi-s questionnaire was a modification of Mosston's
Teacher-Pupi1 Decisionmaking Questionnaire by Mancini (?Z),
During the third week of this study, videotapes of the
teachers were randomly taken. Four cl_asses were randomly
selected by Dr. V. H. Mancini (two TDMA and two CDI/IA)
from the 10 classes. The investigator arrd. the .other. ,
teachers had no krowledge of the day or time of the tapings.
The four tapes were 'riewed and a total of four questioruraires
were answered by each judge. A sampie of this questionnaire
can be found in Appendix A.
Curriculum
A glrmnastics unit was taught for six weeks in
Cayuga Heights, Immaculate Conception, and llortheast
elementary schools in Ithaca, Nevr York. Six stations were
set up with different gymnastic appara'bus. The six stations
consisted of the balance beam, horse, horizontal bar,
rtr}
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paraIlel bars, mats, and ropes. I11-ustrative posters were
used as a reference to i]lustrate the possible choices for
the students in the CDMA approach. Appendix C contains
a list of the activities and progressions that were
taught. This list was also used as the .checklist for the
CDMA and TDMA groupsr
festing Instrument
The testing instrument used to stud.y elementary
childrenrs attitudes toward physical activity was the
Cheffers and Mancini Human Movement Scale (CAnfrilvl). This
attitude scale was specially designed to determine if
differences in attitudes existed between two decisionmaking
mod.el-s.
The test was administered to eaeh cf,.ass in orre
sitting in which the students were asked to look at certain
pictures and d.ecide whether they had a pcsitive, negative,
or indifferent feeling toward that picture. The students
relayed their feelings by marking the picture with either
a happy.face, a sad face, or a face that did not have a
smile or frown. There rrras no time limit on the test. A
sa.urple of the directions for the test and the test itsel,f
are included in Appendix D.
Re■iabi■ty of・the lnstrument
Mancini (72)tested the re■iabi■ty of the CAⅣIHM
Attitude Sca■w■th the Pearson product…moment corre■ation,
2g
and the reliability of the total test was .9?, and. the
split-half correlation was ,8?, The CAMIIM was administered
to 93 elementary students, grades one through six. At the
beginning of the human movement program and at the end of
the prograrn, these children took the test. The test was
administered to the total group at the sarne tine. The
validity of the instrument was obtained by the oral-
responses to the pictures on the test by 33 elementary
school children from grades one through six. The students
liad no difficulty in accurately describing what occurred.
in each picture.
Methods of Data Collection
The CAMHM Attitude Scale was ad.ministered. to all
the students after the six weeks of instruction was
completed. The students were asked. to give their feelings
about the plctures on the scale. Directions were
standardized and read aloud to al-1 the subjects while
they viewed each picture and checked off their answers on
their own answer sheet. A copy of the answer sheet can be
viewed in Appendix E, '
Scoring of Data
The data coll-ected from the CAMHIVI were scored
by assigning the posiiive attitude a value of three; the
neutral attltude vafue of tvro; and the negative attitude
a value of on€r Ttte raw scores were tabulated and
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recorded on a data sheet. Next, the raw scores were
transposed onto data cards.
Treatrnent of Data
Multivariate analysis of variance Yras used to
determine whether ciifferences existed in attitudes between
the TDMA and. CDIIIA groups. Results from this procedure
were subjected to a discriminant analysis to identify which
of the six CAMHM variables contributed significantly to
differences between groups. The .05 l-evel was chosen for
a■■ tests of statistica■ significance。     , llj, .'; -:
. . 
Summary
This chapter was concerned with the methods and
procedures used in the study. Thq subjects were 252
second, third, artd fourth grade children from Cayuga
Heights, Immacttlate Conception, and Northeast elementary
schools in Ithaca, New York. A11 the second, third, ald
fourth grade cfasses were randomly assignedr &S treatment
or control groups. The TDIVIA group received the control
treatment during which the teacher controlled the choice
and length of aetivity, 4s well as other decisions that
had. to be made during the class. The teacher kept a record
of the skil-}s io which each child was exposed in every
class" 'The treatnrent gr",up (CDMA) was eneouraged to make
several. decisions dur'.ing cl-ass, The d.ecisions involved class
organizatian, choice and.length of activlty, activity sequence,
d.egree of teacherrs physical involvementr and ihe control of the
?
?
?
?
?
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class (?Z) , Each chil-d had his own cheeklist and. rvas
instructed to check off the ski11s that he perfonned
during each cIass. A gymnastics unit was taught for the
six weeks.
At the end of the six weeks, the CAIvHlil Attitude
Scale was administered to oompare the effects of the two
decisionmaking models on elementary childrenr s attitudes
toward physieal activity. Sccres for each subject on the
CAMHM were transposed onto data cards for computer analysrs.
Multivariate analysis of variance wa.s used to detdrmine
whether any statistical differences were evi-dent,
Discriminant analysis was used to iCentify which of the
six CAMIIM variables ccntributed significantly to differences
between groups.
ChaPter l+
ANALYSIS OF DATA
This i-nvestigation compared the effecis of two
decisionmaking models on second, third, and fourth grade
studentsr attitudes toward physical activity. The subjects
were Cayuga Heights, fmmaculate Conception, and. Northeast
elementary school students from Ithaca, New York. In the
teacher decisionmaking mode1, the teacher was primarily
responsible for the decisions made during ihe class.
In the chil-d decisionmaking approach, the students were
encouraged to take part i-n decisions that involved choice
and length of activity, when to rotate stations, the amount
of teacher heIp, class organiza-iion, and class control.
Results of the statistical analysis of data from this
study are presented in this chapter.
Justification of Treatment Methodology
Five judges, who lvere experienced teachers and
unfamiliar rvith this study, viewed four randomly selected
videotapes to verify the teaching methods used were those
specified within the definitions ano delimitations of the
investigation. The Teacirer-Pupi1 Decisionmaking Question-
naire was ansvrered for each vii.ectape vieweo" The panel
was not inforrnec which decisionmaking model was being. used.
32
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to teach. After the panel viewed the first tape, the.y
were instructed to folIow the salne procedure for three
other tapes. Both teaching approaches were represented by
two videotapes" A11 of the judges were able to differentiate
between the treatment and the control groups" The results
of the Teacirer-Pupil Decisionmaking Questionnaire for a1l-
fourLapes are presented in Tables 1 and 2'
CAMHI/I Attitude Scale Raw Scores
The raw scores for the two decisionmaking models
on the CAMHM Attitude Scale are presented in Append'ix F '
The mean scores and the standard deviations of the two
decisionmaking models appear in Tabl-e 3. Although both
modetrs scored positive attitudes toward the majority of
variables on the CAMHM, some differences were evid'ent'
The CDMA group mean score represented a more positive
attitude towards the total program, male teachers, coming
to gym, the child <iecisionmaking approach, and the
gymnastics equipment. Even though the students in both
teaching models expressed. negative attitudes toward the
picture that represented. the TDMA style of teaching, the
CDMA group expressed a more negative attitude. The scores
on the variable that studied female teachers showed no
differences betweeu the two groups.
?????
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Table L
Judgesr Results of the Teacher-Pupil DecisionmakingQuestionnaire on Tapes One and Three*
Question TDMA CDMA
0
?
?
?
????
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
*This table represents the resuLts of the
videotape of the teacher decisionmaking mode1. A11 thejudges agreed the teachers were primariLy responsibl e for
the decisionmaking.
―
――
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Table 2
Judgesr Results of the Teacher-Pupil
Questionnaine on Tapes Two. an.d
Decisionmaking
Four:*
Questi on TDMA CDMA
??
?
0
??
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
??
???
??
* This table represents the results of the
videotape of the child decisionmaking mode1. ,Al-tr" thejudges agreed the children were primarily responsiblefor the decisionmaking.
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Ski11 Exposure
During the gymnastics unit' daily records were
kept of the skil1s to which the students were exposed"
A mean score and the standard deviation io" each class
were calculated by totaling the number of ski1ls performed
on each piece of equipment" These scores appear in Table 4.
In the TDMA group, the teacher recorded only those
skilts to which everyone in their squad was exposed.
Ttrerefore, a low staldard deviation was reported. In the
CDMA model, after a child demonstrated to a teacher that he
could perform a specific skil}, the teacher instructed the
child to check off that skil-I on his checklj-st. Thus, there
was greater variability in i;he scores of the CDU1A model.
The CDI/IA group was exposed to a slightly higher
number of skills in tumbl-irg, the parallel bars, artd the
horse. Skill- expostire for the two groups on the ropes,
bearn, apd. horizontal bar vras equivalent. Although the two
groups appeared to receive equivalent skill exposure, it
should be noted that in the CDMA group, where the chil-dren
were able to progress at their ov'Jn pacer the more advanced
skills on the progression chart were attempted. In the
TDMA model, students with a high skil1 leve1 were not
exposed to the more ad'ranced ski]ls in the unit. The list
of progressi-ons used for this study appears in Appendix C.
∫r・
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Multivariate Analysis of Variance on
the CAI{HM Attitude Sca1e
Multlvariate analysis of variance was performed
on six variables identified within the CAMIiM Attitude
Sca1e. The. multivariate analysis of variance results With
L, 2, and LZL,j degrees of freedom are outlined in Tab1e
5, The theta vaiue was ,20358, which, with t, 2, and
tZL.J degrees of freedom was significant.at the .001 leveI.
The finding of significant difference between groups led
to the rejection of the hypothesis that there would be no
statistically significant difference between the attitudes
of the students in the.teacher decisionmaking model and
those involved in the child decisionmaking model.
' The percentage of contrj-bution made toward the between
groups d'ifference by the six variables on the CAMlIlvl Ai;titude
Scale was d.etermined by discriminant functlon analysis.
Pi1lai's Analysis of th.e Clieatest Characteristic Roots
identi'fied three significant variables; The teacher decision-
making mcdel, variable five, contributed 69,2 percent to the
significant discrimi-nant function. The students in both
models responded negatively toward.s the teacher decision-
making approach. The gymnastics equipment,variable six,
represented L6.3 percent of contribu.tion to the discriminant
function. The nale ieacher's, variable one, contributed ?.2
pereent io the significant d.iscriminant function. The
,
remaining test variab-l-es lvere found to be statistically
nonsignifieant to the orscriminant ftinc'!ion" The three
?
?
?
??
?
?
?
1
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Tab■e 5
Mu■tivar■ate Ana■ys■s of Var■ance Corltrasting
TDMAand CDMA GroupsUsing
.  Six CAMHM VЯγoiab■es
Source df
S  m
theta p
Between Methods 1, 2, 121。5 0 20358   く。001
4o
|??
?
non-discriminaiory vari-abl-es identified by PilJ-ai I s
Analysis of the Greatest Characteristic Roots were .l percent
for the female teacher variable, 3.3 percent.f,or the eoming to
gyitt variable, artd 3.? :percent'-for the' child'decisionmaking
variable. Tabl-e 5 contains the stanCardized discriminant
weightings and the percentage of, contribution of each of the
six CAMIIM variables to the discriminant function.
Summary
Five judges answered the Teacher―Pupi■Decisicn―ヽ
making QuestiOnnaire and verified the teaching methods used
were those specified within the definitions and de■imitati ons
of the investigation.  Mu■tivariate ana■ysis of variance
・was used to determine whether significant differences
existed between the two teaching mode■so A statistica■■y
significant theta va■ue of。20358 ■ed to the rejection of
the hypothesis that there wou■d be no statistica■■y
significant difforence between the attitudes of the
students in the t,?、t'a9)ing mOde■so The TD]咀mode■
・■ ・・: ・ 11=
contribllted 69。2 pcJごeit, the gymnastics equipment variab■e
represented 16。3 percent, and the ma■e teachers vnriab■e
contr■buted 7。2 percent to the discr■m■nant funcτ■o .
ana■ysiso  The students in both the TDMA and CDⅣlA mode■s
responddd ne_Cative■y to the TDMA approacho  Students in
the chi■d decisionmaking mode■ e ]oyed the gymnastics
equipment, ma■e teachers, com■ng t  gym, and the tota■
program more than the TDMA mode■.
?
??
??. Jiや´ ―｀・
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Table 6
Discriminast Function Analysis and Percent of Contribution
of the Six Variables Ioenti.fiedin the CAA{HI\I Atiitude Scal-e
'=' :='J ' 
-
Variable Ranking Standardized Percentage ofDiscriminant Contribution toWeighting the Discriminant
Fturction
il TDMA approach ;.83186 69,2%
5) gymnastics equipment .40355 L6.3/'
1 ) male teaehers .2689? ?.2%
4) CDMA approach .19t44. 3,?%
3) coming to gym .1BoB9 3,3%
il female teachers -.05858 0.3%
Chapter 5
DISCUSS10N OF RESULTS
Today the physica■ educator's ma30r objectives
inc■ude stipu■ation of positive attitudes, ski■■ deve■opment
and the acquisition of knOW■edgee  Studies by Anderson (13),
Broer, Fox, and Way (16), Campbe■■ (18, 19), Dotson and Stan■ey
(23), Kenyon (27), Keo≧h (28), Mista (38), Nё■e, Sonstroem, and
MetZ (39), Smith (45), Straub and Fe■ock (46), Wear (々・8),
Wiedmann arld Howe (51), C Onrad (56), F■eming (6o), 」ohnsOn (66),
Kneer (69), and Payne (75)have ■ooked at a specific
popu■ation to assess attitudes but not to find their causes。
i ln the area,of phySiCa■'educat on, SpOrt, and
physica■ ctivity, there have been many attitude sca■es
that have assessed attitudeso  The most wide■y used have
been deve■op d by Carr (20), Edgington (24), Kenyon (27),
Wear (49), Kneer (68), and P■ummer (77).  TOgether these
sca■es assessed the re■ationships of different var■ab■es
toward physica■ activity and/or physiCa■ education.  These
variab■es inc■uded the type of program, sex, de■inquent
success, and ath■etic competitiono  None of the above sca■es
measure attitudes on the e■ementary ■eve■, nor do these
studies attempt to examine the re■ationship b tw en attitudes
and teaching methodo■ogy.  They were used on■y to assess
attitudes toward outcomes of phys■ca■ education, achievement
of outcomes through physica■ education, or toward a number
43
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of functions which physicaJ- activity could perform. The
eight outcomes to which Wear (4g) referred included physical
well being, strength and coordination, total physical and
muscular enclurart-ce, ski1l . acquisition, resources f or
recreation, mental health, social relaiionships, ?nd safety'
Included among the functions that physical- activity could
perform were social needs, a need for vertigo, ail ascetic
need, an aesihetic need, a need for heaith and fitness' and
a cathartic need. The literature that exami-ned attitudes
on the grad.e seven level artd above (Alderman (11), Anderson
(13), Broer, Fox, and Way (L6), Bullock and Ald'en (L?),
Campbell (f 9), Carr (ZO), Do'tson and Stanley (23'),, Edgington
(24), Mista (38), smith (45), straub and Felcck (46),
Zaichkowsky (fi), Conrad (56), Fleming (50), iiil-l- ($),
It:eer (68), Palrne (?6), Plummer (ZZ), Sheehan (80), Taylor
(82), Weesner (a+11 concluded that people genera-lIy have
positive attitudes toward physical educati.on. None of these
studies explained the reasons behind these attitudes and,
therefore, are of tittle help in analyzing the factors or
methods which create positive attitudes tcward a physical
education program or phlrslg31 activi-ty.
0n the elementarY 'l evel in physical- education only
a limited number cf studies (Simon and Smol-f (44), Zaichkowsky,
Zaichkowsky, and. I/lartinek (52), Haryington (62), Leonard
Qt), I/larrcini Q2)) investigated attitud.es. The'major
problem with attiiude measurement on this l-eve} is the'
students' reading aptitude. The wiCe range of reading
+5
abilities at this leve1 may have an effect on the test
results. Simon and Smotl (44) were the first to revise
Kenyon's ATPAI to make the j-nventory appropriate for grades
four and above. Using Simon and Smollls scal-e, leonard (Zt)
assessed fourth and fifth grade childrents attitudes toward
physical activityr 4s a function of religious affil-iatj-on.
A five-point scale was patterned on thd Wear Attitude
Inventory by Harrington (621 to study the attitudes of
grade six children toward physical education and their
physical fitness status. The fiist pictorial scal-e to be
used to studlr elementary children's attitudes toward a
physical education prograin was the CAI/IHM Attitude Sca-le.
I\tanc-i-ni (?2) stuclied the effects of two d.ecisionmaking model-s
on elementary childrenIs attitudes toward a human movement
progr:aln. The CAMHM Aititude Scale was also used by Zaichkowsky,
Zaichkowsky, and Martinek (52) when they fowrd a difference
in attitudes toviard, physical activity between a group of
children who were involved in a physical education prograrn
and those Who were not" The children who participated in
the physical education prograrn had more positive attitudes.
In the area cf riecisionmaking few studies ha'rre
focussed on the effect of the decisionmaking process on
elementary children's attitudes toward physical actil-ity.
Mosston (B) recommended a shift in the ciecisionmaking process
away from total teacher control towar:d a more individualized
J.earning situation. This recommenda.tion has been supported
by Anderson (Z), Helliscn (il, Mi11er, Cheffers, and
1    1  1  i
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Whitcomb (?), and Mancini(7z), l,lancini (72) compared two
d.ecisionmaking models and. found more positive attitudes
in the chil-d decisionmaking approach to teaching. Martinek
Q3) investigated. the effects of vertical and horizontal
models of teaching on the development of specific motor
skilfs and on the self-concept of elementary age ch.ildren.
He found that the teacher-directed approach (vertical model)
was bet'ter for skill development, while the student-sharing
approach (horizontal model) fraa a definite positive effect
on self-concept. 0n the college 1eve1, Weesner (84) compared
a teacher-directed and a student eentered approach to the
teaching of conditioning and their effects on fi-tness,
lm.ow1edge, and attitudes. The students favored the student-
centered approach, but the teacher-directed classes tended
to participate more in outside physd,eal activity. A similar
study by Whilden (50) compared a pupil-dominated. approach
to the teaching of begiruring basketball with a teacher-
dominated approach. Whilden reported that the pupil-
dominated technique produced better knowledge of rutres and
more effective teamwork. However, the teacher-dominated
group showed a better command of the basic basketball skil-is.
Several studies have been conducted using an informal
style of teaching, Scott (4) compared a formal method with
an informal rnethod with first grade students. He found the
informal method to be more effective in the develcpment of
creativity than the formal method. Scott also repcrted no
d.ifferences in physica.i fitness or perceptual motor
d.eveloprnent between the two groups. In contrast, hlrobel (85)
, F'
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tdsteC the effects of the semi--formal and informal methods
of instruction in floor exerci-se on creativity of sixth
grade girls. No significant d.ifference ,in amount of
creativity between the two groups was foturd.
The majority of studies in the area of teacl'ring
methodof ogy compared the tradit'ional- style of teachirg,
better kn-crwn as the command sty1e, to various other teaching
styles. The major focus of this type of research (I/lariani
(35), Masche (3,6), McConnel-I (3?), Neuman and Singer (40),
Scott (43), Van Slooten and l(neer (4?), Whilderr. (50),
Bordas (54), Croom (5?), Downin (58), Fai;h (5g), Graw (51),
HiII (64 ) , Howard (65), Ke11er (6?) , r,aPlante ( 7o ) , Minieh
QU), Parks (?5), sande (?e), schlott (?9), smith (81),
Tomlinson (83), Weesner (84) 
' 
Wrobel (85) ) was to compare
the effects of two teaching styles on either skill- or
lorowledge acquisition, but not on attitud.es.
The effectiveness of the command style of teaching
compared to the task method was studied by Mariani (lS) using
a unit .on the tennis forehand and backhand drives. It was
found that the task style was superior only for teaching
the backhar:d and for influencing retention of 'uhis skilI.
In her study on the effects of coniract teaching on skill-
and lq:Iowledge acqui sition.in badninton, Minich (74) reported
the traditional approach to be mot:e effective fo:: acquisition
of io:ow1edge. Van Slooten and lt:eer (42) compareiJ a
traditional approael-r, contnact teaching, and an independent
study approach, and found no differences in la:ovrledge.
、
?
?
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Smith (81 ) compared the traditionar approach to the
problem-solving method and. also found no differenees'on
knowledge acquisiti-on.
Numerous stud.ies have compared the effects of two
different teaching styles on ski11 development" Masche,(35)
Neuman and Singer (40), Whilden (50), and Croom (5?) folmd
the traditional approach to teaching more effective for
skill deveJ-opment. In contrast, Va3 Slooten a3d i{neer (4?),
Downin (58), Bordas (54), Fath (59), Graw (6L), Hill (64),
t,aplante ( 7o ) , Minich (?4) , Parks (Z 5) , schlo-bt (79) , and
Smith (81) found no Cifferences in favor of one style of
teaching in the area of shilI development. Hell-ison (5)
in his survey bf the l-iterature in this area found. that no
one teaching style was more effective in the teaching of
motor skills.
This study focussed on two teaching rnethcdologies,
the TDMA and the CDMA modeIs, to see what attitudes toward
physical activity developed" To assess these attitud.es the
CAMIIM was used. Two other studies have used the CAIIIHM
(52, ?2) to str,idy elementaz'y pupilsr'attitudes toward
physica} activiiy, Manci-ni (ZZ) used the CAMHIJI to compare
the differences in elementary chilo.rents attitudes toward
a human movement prograrn with a TDMA anC CDMA group. A
significant difference in the attitudes between the two
groups \^ras fo'ano in favor of the CDMA model-. IrI agreement
n'ith Uiancini's findings, this study found that students had
more positive attitucies totvard the gltnnastics program in
‐
11'、,i4・
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horizontal bar. Ih terms of attitudes tovrard the gymnastics
the CDMA group than the TDIVIA group. Mancini also found a
I
significant differlnce in favor of the CDMA model on the
following variable's! ropes, vaulting box, mats, and the
_l
IIn this sluOy, in regard to skill exposure,
・・1'Tl ・1‐ 11に、il
I
equipment used duri.ng this study, the CDII,A group
I
showed more positiye atti-budes tovtard the equiprnent than
Idid the TDMA modell.
IIn this investigation on the CDIJIA variabl-e ihat
Iillustrated comingl to the glrmnasium, a significant
Idifference was foui'rd between the two teaching models.'
. This agreed with Marncini's findings (72). As for the
male teachers variirUte, the findings were the same as
Mancini-'s findings,; the CDMA group l-iked the mal-e
Iteacher more than gtid the TDMA group. For the femal-e
Iteachers variablerl however, no differences were found
Iin the attitudes oif the two decisionnraking mod.eIs.
IMancinits resul-ts [vere contrary to tha.t obtain^ed herei
Ithe CDMA model in i\{ancini t s study l-iked the f emale
Iteachers more than' did the TDt/lA group. Or the variables
lthai represented tlhe CDMA and the TDMA models, both
Igroups scored negative attitud.es toward the teacher
Idecisionmaking modlel. Holvever, the TDMA group had a
l-ess negative atti]tuae toward this approach than did
Ithe CDMA group. Both groups showed a preference for
the CDI,IA approach lover the TDIVIA approach. These finCings
I
eoncur with Mancinits results.
Ithe CAI/I}IM and. fouria a significant difference in atti-budes
toward physical 
"dti,rity between a group of children who
were involved in A physical education prograln and those who
I
were not. More p6sitive attitudes were found in favor of
Ithe chil-dren who iarticipated in a physical education prograrn.
IThe d.ata bUtained in this stuoy support the re-
I
structuring of phjrsical education classes to invol-ve the
a slight
mode1 in
utilized
ed.ge waslfound in favor of the CDMA model. This
an attempt to provide maxj-mum participation
|mOre equipment and faci■iti9S than the TDMA mode■。
Zaichkowsky  Zaichkowsky, and Martinek (52)used
staternents by Andbrson (z), Hellison (il, Mill-er, Cheffers,
and Whitcomb (7),IMOsston (8), and・Mancini (72)who
phys■ca■ educaτ■oれ program。
号十好蠅
I
students in the d6cisionrnaking process. The development
I
of positive attitudes toward physical education classes
I
should enhance the learning environment. When students have
Ithe opportunity to decide what they would l-ike to study,
Itheir chasce of silccess is greater, 4s a result of their
lpersonal commitrnent to l-earn. Physical educators need to
I
re-evaluate theirl programs in an effort to provide for the
Ide'relopment of pobitive attitudes to enhartce the learning
I
enviroirmen-b. Thelresults of this study are supported in
- -l /^\ . 
' 
J\
reconmendeC a shift in the decisionmaking process away from
iotal teacher coniroi. Maneini (ZZ) and the investigator
found ihat when 
"lrru""r, were involved in the decisioirmaking
pl°CiSS_ hiy el:rlSSed mOre pOS・tiV attitudeS tOWard the
?
?
?
?
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the effe:l:yol・iwitily (72)in physica・
 educatiOn has compttred
)C■S■Onmakiig mode■s n e■mentary
|
Summary
approach.  The stJdents in both decisionmakiilg lnode■s
■ …=J_上…‐エ ー_・… …MA_一expressed negativl at'bitudes tovrard the TDt/iA approach to
children's attitudes toward physical activity. A greater
number of str-rd,ies ,(Alderman (tr ), Anderson (f 3), tserger
and T,o1me (t5), Broer, Fox, and Way (16), Bullock and Alden
i(t?), Campbell (18, L9), Carr (2o), Dotson and Stanley (zj),
lEdgington (ztv) , Mista ( 38 ) , Smith (45), zaichkowsky (53) ,
IConrad (56), Fleming (50), Hill ($), I',neer (68), Palme (?6),
I
Plummer (??), Sheehan (80), Taylor (82), Weesner (B+11 have
I
assessed attituded on the junior high level- and above, but
Ithey did not investigate the effect of different teaching
I
styles on attitude formation. Research has not presented
I
consistent evi-dence to show whether one teaching approach
Iis more effectj-ve lin terms of skill development or
I
acquisition of information. Data from this study supported
I
Mancini I s finding ltnit there rflas a significant difference
Ibetween the decisilonmaking models and their effects on
Iattitudes toward ] phfsical activity prograilr. Children
invol-ved in the aJcisionmaking proeess exhibiteci. greater
I
enjoyment of the program, coming to the gymnasium, male
teachers, and. 15s lgymnastics equj-pment. Both groups
showed a prefer.rrd" for the CDMA apprca.ch ovbrthe TDMA
?
，
teaching.
" 
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Chapter 6
SUMMARY, CONC],USIONS, AND RECOMIUENDATIONS
FOR FURT}IER STIIDY
Summary
fhe effect of two decisionmaking mooels on
second, third, and fourth grade students' attitudes toward
physical activity was investigated by using the Cheffers
arrd Mancini Human lllovement Attitude Scal-e (?Z). The
subjects attend.ed Cayuga Heights, Immaculate Conception,
and Northeast elementary schools in lthaca, New York. The
randomization process d.etermined the classes used and the
assignment of the teacher decisionmaking and child decision-
making models. The subjects were 252 second, third, and
fourth grade students who were taught a. gym.nastics unit by
their regular physical education instructor, three graduate
students, ald L5 elementary methods studen'ts, twice a week
for six weeks. Four teachers were always present in each
class.
Duri-ng the- gyrnnastics unit, a checklist -was used
daily by the students in the CDMA model a^nd by the teachers
i1 the TDMA group to keep track of the skills to which the
students were exposed. The cAIft{IJi Attitude'sca]e r,.ras
eCmini.stered. at the end of this tinit to a}l the students;
To d.etermine if ihere was a significant clifference between
52
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tho TDⅣIA arld CDMA mode■s, the data were subjected to
mu■tivariate ana■ysis of ttariance.  The nu■■ hypot sis
was rejected at,the 。05 ■eve■ as a statistica■■y
significant difference was ev■dent between the two
dec■s■onmaking mode■s and the■r ffect on second, third,
and fourth grade studentse attitudes toward physica■
activityo  Discriminant function ana■ysis was used to
determ■ne the percentage of contr■buti n made to the discr■m■nant
function ana■ysis by the six CAIVllIM variab■es.  Tho teacher
deCiOiOnmaking variab■e contri uted 69。2 percent, the
gymnastics equipment represented 16。3 p rc nt, and the
nl a■e tOachers var■ab■e contr■buted 7.2 percent to the
dignificant discr■m■nant functiono  Students ■n bo h mode■s
reacted一wlth~「五egaUive attitudes toward the teacher
decisionmaking approach to teaching.  The CDMA mode■ h d
more pos■tive attitudes towardS the ma■e teacher, comng
to gym, the CDMA approach, the gymnastics equipment, and
the tota■ program.  The resu■ts of this study supported
the thes■s that students ■nvo■ved in the dec■s■onmaking
procoss express more positive attitudes towЯγ'd phys■ca■
ac tivilty.
Conciusions
After-the completicn of this investigatlon, the
foIlo'rving conclusions vrere,lrawn r
1. There is a significant difference between the
tvro decisionmaking mcdels and their effect on attitudes
4_
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toward physical activity of second, third, and fourth
grade studentst from Cayuga Heights, Immaculate Conception,.
and Northeast elementary schools.
2. Stud.ents who are given an opportunity to tahe
part in the decisionmaking process have more positive
attitudes toward the physical activity prograrno
3, Students who are given an opportunity to take
part in the decisior".rnaking process have more positive
attiiudes toward corning to gym.
4, Students who are given an opportunity to take
. 
part in the decisionmaking process have more positive
attitudes toward the gymnastics equiprnent.
5, Students who are given an opportunity to take
part in the decisionmaking process have more positive
attitudes toward male teachers.
6. If a teacher desires to develop positive
attitudes toward physical activity, it appears that the
CDMA model is the better approach.
Recommendations
The following recommendations are suggested for
further study:
1. More grad.e levels and larger sampling groups
shoul-d be consioered in selection of subjects.
2. More activity units should be used over a
longer period of time.
3, Male and female el-er:entary pupils' attitudes
Aヽ
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toward physical aciivity should be compared.
4. The effects of two decisionmaking models
skiI1 and }a'rowledge acquisition should be studied.
5, Attitude scales to study primary grade
chj-ldrents attitudes toward physical activity should
d.evelopeC.
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Directions:
The decisions concerning
the organizatton of the
class were made by the .......Example: Who decided the
formation, squads, fines,
circles, where to stand,
how to move around the
glrrnnasium; etc. ?
The decisions c oncerning
the time that each specific
activity began were made b$...Examp]e: Did the teacher
tell- the children when to
begin the activity, exercise,
etc", or did the student de-
cid.e when to start or even
take part in the activity?
The decisi-ons concerning the
choice of each specific
activity were made by the r...Example: Did the teacher take
or tel1 the student to go to a
speeific activity, or did the
student make the cho:-ce of what
activity he or she wanteo toparticipate in?
The decisions concerning the
d.uratj-on of each specific
activity were made by the ....Example: Did the teacher tel-Ithe students to do so many ofthis, or place a time limit for
each child staying on each piece
of equipment, or how rnuch time
the children had to play at the
specific activity; or did the
children decide the J-ength of
time they wanted to spend at
each activity and the length of
time on each piece of equipment?
APttNDIX A
TEACHER―PUPIL DECIS10N―    ■・
MAKttNG QUEST10NNAttRE
After reviewing the videotaped human movernent
c1ass, determine whether the decisions wereprimarily made by the teacher cir made by ihe
student. Show this by ehecking the appropriate
space.
TEACHER STUDENT
1。
2.
3・
4:
5B
TEACHERSTUDENT ・
5, The decisions concerning thetime to stop each specific
activity were made by the. . . .Example: Did the teacher
command the children to stop
the activity or stop moving,
or.did the students decide
when to end the specific
activity and go 'bake partin another' activity?
The decisions concerning the
sequence of the movements at
'each specific activity were
made by the ..........o....o.
Examplg,: Did. the teacher te11the students what to do next?Did the teacher tell- the
students what progression they
.should use, step by step, ordid the students decide the
order to do an activity and
what progression to use?
The decisions concerni-ng the
degree of the teacher'sphysical involvement in each
specific process were'made by
thg a | . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Exampl-e: Did the teacher
decide to demonstrate or takepart in the ac-bivity on his
own initiative, or did the
students suggest or urge the
teacher to demcnstrate, 
. 
takepartr or show them the
activity?
The decisions concerning the
class control were made by
the . . . . . . a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Exanplg: Did the teacher
make controlling statements
or actions, or did the studentsinitiate their own controliing
actions?
6。
7。
8。
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APPENDIX B
: ,:,
INSTRUCTIOI\S TO BE READ TO THE CDMA GROUP
. 
Today we are going to try something different in
the gymnasium. Please listen carefully to the directions.
There are six pieces of equipment in the BVm,
dealing with gymnastics. When the class begins you will
be all-owed to go to any station you wish, At each station
there will be pictures of examples of what can be done at
each station. It will be up to you to decide which station
you wish to go to, what activities you wish to choose from
those on the chart, when you will begin the activity, how
long you will spend at that activity, and when yoir will
switch stations. A teacher wil-I be near each st'ation to
help you with spotting and the activity. If you would
like some help just ask the teacher nearest that station.
We would like you to get to all the sta.tions and
try as many things at each stati-on as you can. Are there
any questions? PIease remember to switch stations carefully.
We do not want any running or fooling around.
―――      ―      ―  」
INSTRUCTIONS TO BE READ TO T}IE TDMA GROUP
Today we are going to try something different in
the g3rmnasium" PIease listen careful-Iy to the directions.
We are going to work on a tlrmnastics unit. You
will be ass.igned to a ieacher, who will lead you in a group
to one of the stations here in the ggllr The teacher will
explain what wil-I be done at the station, demonstrate what
you will do, and then you will get a chance to do what the
teacher has shown you. You vri11 stay with that teacher
for the whol-e class. When the whistle blows you will
listen and follow your teacher to the next station. fn the
next few weeks, you wiil al-1 have ap equal chartce to be at
every station. The teacher you are assigned to will answer
any questions that You may have.
We do not ra:artt a.ny running or fooling around.
Pl"ease try to remeriiber what group you are in for the next
cIass.
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APENDIX C
GYMNASTICS PROGRESSiON AND"C}IECKLIST FOR BOTH MODEIS
TUMBLING PARAIJLEIJ BARS cont。HORSE
log rol-1
shoulder roll-
side ro11
forward roll-
with variati-ons
backward rol-l-
vri th variations
d.ive roil
backward extenbion
tripoofrog starid
headstand
with variations
forearm bal-ance
elbow balance
l-ever balance1 seat
handstand
with variationsfront walkover
cartwheei
roundoff
neckspring
back walkoverkip up
handspring
double stunts
pyramids
PARAIIEL BARS
S;traight arni suppcrtrr 
" travgldipbirors nest
skin the catinverted hangfoot hang
hop across
grasshopper' walk
inverted walk
swing
stra-ddIe
straddle t::avel
leaning rests
riding seats
front dismount
back dismount
ROPES
lying to sittingposition
lying to stano
hanging ( chinning )
scissors grip
climb with scissors grip
1eg around rest
climb with leg around
climb using hands only
two rope climb
inverted hang 1 and 2 ropes
skin the cattip up
stationary positions
roll- over dismount
swinging
doubl-e rope hang
chin and tuck
HORIZONTAI BAR
grips
hang from bar
1eg to barpuI1 ups
skin the cat
sloth travei
straight arm support
back dismountbird's nest
double hee hanginverted hang
forward roll-
purl-over rnount
thign mount
singJ-'e knee circle
underswing dismount
back hip circle
dou-ble knee dismor.mt
jump onjump off
di smounts
tuck
pike
turns
swan
clap hands
squat on
squat vault
wol-f vault
side vault
flank rr
rear rr
straddle on
straddl-e
vault
thibf vautt
forward ro11
stoop vauft
neckspring
from knees
neckspring
BAIANCE BEAM
mounts-
straigh! arm
crotch seat
one la:ee
squat; wolf
stra.C<iIe
walks-
forward
backwarci
sideward
hand position
bean bag on
head
hopr skipposes; scales
'v sitleaps; turr:s
body vrave
back shouJder
ro11
`ギ
3
■   1
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BALANCE BEAM cont.
dismounts
anns behind
arms overheadjwnp and tuck
straddle
pike
leaP
eartwheel
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APIENDIX D
DIRECTIONS AND- TESI FOR
ATTITUDE SCAI,E
Look at the picture on page
picture of children bouncing a ba1l.
bouncing a bal1, you vloul-d put an rrxrl
THE CAMHM
on€. It is a
If you like
on the happy face.
If you do
on the sad
d ifference
baI1, you
not like botu:cing a baII, you would put an I'xrr
or unhappy face. If it does not make any
to Vour you do not like or dislike bouncing a
would put an rrxir on the face that does not have
either a smile or a frown.
I would like to have your feelings about what
you did here at school with us. Look at the pictures that
I wil1 show you on the screen and let me lcrow which face
you would wear when you see each picture. If you l-ike
what you see and you like what you did in the pictures, you
would mark the smiling face. If you do not like what
you see and do not like what you did in the pictures, you
would marir the unhappy face. If it does not make any
.difference to your you- do not like or disl-ike what you
see in the pietu.res, you would mark the face that does not
have either a smile or a frown. Are there any questions?
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APPENDIX E
CAMHM ANSWER SHEET0
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APttNDIX F      .
Raw Scores for the TDMA Grade′Two Group on the Six
CA囲l Varttab■es
Subject Tota]_
Score
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Raw Scores for the TDTJIA Grade Three Grouo on theSix CAMlIlvi Variables
SubjectTota■
Score
65432
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Raw Scores for the TDI/IA Grade Four Group on -bheSix CAMIIM Variab]es
Subject Total
Score
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Raw licores for the CDMA Grade Two Group on theSix CAMIIM Variabl-es
Subject Tota■
Score
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Raw Scores for.the CDiUA Grade Three Group on theSix CAIViiIM Variables
Subject Totai
Score
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Raw Scores for the CDIUA Grade Four Group on theSix CAMHIVI Variabl es
Subject TotaI
Score
6432
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